
dForce DeFi Staking Proposal

Introduction
dForce builds a complete set of DeFi protocols (assets, lending, trading, bridge) on multiple
blockchains/layers with a total accumulated borrowing of $2.3b, and $47m in TVL at the time of
writing.

With the aim of further aligning our DeFi strategy with the broader crypto ecosystem, we are
proposing to power the SSV project and the entire Ethereum community by introducing a few
feature on dForce Lending that enables:

● higher capital efficiency and leveraged staking yield for ETH borrowers.
● safe, stable, and higher yields for ETH lenders.
● TVL contribution to SSV (through staked ETH).
● more diversified and decentralized infrastructure of the Ethereum network.

About dForce

dForce (https://dforce.network/) was firstly deployed on Ethereum mainnet in August 2019 as a
decentralized stablecoin protocol, and gradually evolved into a DeFi matrix (assets, lending,
trading and bridge), delivering greater level of interoperability and meeting all of a crypto
enthusiast’s DeFi needs. Now, users can mint, lend, borrow, trade, bridge, stake under one roof
on dForce Dapp.

dForce is backed by a number of world-class investors (CMBI, Multicoin Capital, Huobi Capital),
and our protocols are currently deployed on 8 networks, including Ethereum, Arbitrum,
Optimism, BSC, Polygon, Avalanche, KAVA, and Conflux.

As a Web3-native project and one of the first movers in DeFi, dForce aims to become the
largest lending protocol powering the wide adoption of LSD assets in a decentralized manner.
To date, dForce is #5 holder of Lido’s wstETH on Arbitrum and the #8 holder of wstETH on
Optimism.

https://dforce.network/
https://app.dforce.network/
https://arbiscan.io/token/0x5979D7b546E38E414F7E9822514be443A4800529#balances
https://optimistic.etherscan.io/token/0x1F32b1c2345538c0c6f582fCB022739c4A194Ebb#balances
https://optimistic.etherscan.io/token/0x1F32b1c2345538c0c6f582fCB022739c4A194Ebb#balances


Grant Milestones

● dForce received 300K OP grants (link) from Optimism in 2022, and another 200K OP
grants in 2023 (link) to incentivize users of dForce on the Optimism network.

● dForce collaborated with Lido Finance to reward lending activities around wstETH on
Arbitrum and Optimism in February 2023 (link).

● dForce received 2.45m ARB tokens (link) from Arbitrum in April 2023 as the top #15
protocol by amount of airdropped ARB tokens.

Proposal Details

Technical Overview

We strongly believe that the SSV network will help strengthen the Ethereum network owing to its
fully decentralized validation infrastructure, further enhancing Ethereum’s decentralization and
improve Ethereum network’s robustness.

However, as a solo validator, a user will be required to invest the full sum of 32 ETH in order to
participate in the staking process.

dForce introduces a novel way of staking by implementing a leveraged borrowing mechanism
which leverages SSV’s staking infrastructure to maximize DeFi yields for participants.

https://gov.optimism.io/t/ready-gf-phase-1-proposal-dforce/2420
https://gov.optimism.io/t/cycle-11-final-grants-roundup/5842
https://twitter.com/dforcenet/status/1621482605425090560?s=46&t=Eeqz3s4yot76nFjwcr1Y8Q
https://twitter.com/dForcenet/status/1638230343235805184


As illustrated above, we are proposing to facilitate ETH staking/unstaking through a Container.

By doing so, users will be able to borrow ETH from dForce Lending to satisfy the 32 ETH
requirement and earn leveraged ETH staking yields from both collateralized ETH and borrowed
ETH with minimized cost (borrowing fees). Users can return borrowed ETH to the pool to exit
from ETH staking.

Here’s a deep dive into how dForce interacts with SSV network for ETH staking/unstaking:



We plan to engage Chainlink to facilitate real-time validator’s balance and report on-chain when
needed, and will use DKG when it becomes available.

Roles

● User A (borrower) deposits 10 ETH and borrows 22 ETH from dForce ETH pool, then
stakes 32 ETH to SSV Network.

● User A (borrower) unstakes 32 ETH from SSV Network, then repays 22 ETH +
borrowing interests to dForce ETH pools, and withdraws 10 ETH + profits (leveraged
staking yield) from the container.

● User B (lender) deposits ETH to dForce ETH pool and withdraws ETH with lending
interests.

Features

● Lender: earn higher interest rate by lending ETH to dForce. Pooled ETH will facilitate the
borrowing needs from stakers (borrowers).

● Borrower: borrow ETH from dForce to satisfy the 32 ETH requirement. dForce enables
users to earn higher staking yields by taking on leveraged staking, removing the need of
holding 32 ETH with higher exposure.

● Compared to LSD solutions, dForce is leveraging the SSV network on the backend to
facilitate ETH staking, where validation keys will be distributed among selected operators
in a decentralized manner and non-performing operations can be replaced at any time to
ensure better transparency.

● No liquidation risk as borrowed ETH still stays with dForce through native staking.

● Removes the complexity associated with running a node on the SSV network, and
unlocks immediate access to liquidity upon unstaking requests.

Actions

● Lend / Withdraw
Lenders deposit ETH to dForce to earn lending yields. They can withdraw their ETH
deposit at any time unless liquidity is drained in extreme events (same as other
pool-based protocols like Compound and Aave).

● Stake / Unstake
Stakers deposit 8 ETH (in assumption) to Container; Container will stake 32 ETH on
users’ behalf (with 24 ETH funded by dForce) to the SSV network.
Stakers can unstake by exiting their validator and returning the borrowed ETH to dForce



at any time.

● Withdraw
We aim to enable immediate withdrawal of ETH from dForce for all stakers. However,
there are still chances that users would need to wait when the ETH pool is running out of
liquidity, and the ‘Container’ needs to satisfy the waiting period in order to unstake ETH
from the SSV network.
With respect to ETH 2.0 withdrawal waiting period, we are proposing to:

1. set up a reserve pool (i.e., 10% of total deposited ETH, subject to TVL and can
be further adjusted through DAO governance) and enforce close monitoring of
ETH reserve. This will help dForce maintain adequate liquidity to facilitate most
withdrawal requests. Once liquidity drops below the reserve threshold, it will
automatically trigger the unstaking process and withdraw more ETH from the
SSV network to refuel the reserve.

2. ETH sitting in the reserve can be swapped into stETH or rETH so that users will
continue to earn staking yields.

In Layman’s terms, users can withdraw ETH from dForce as long as there is sufficient
liquidity in the reserve. However, users would have to wait if the reserve failed to satisfy
the withdrawal requests. Unstaking process will be handled by dForce, but exact time of
withdrawal will be subject to ETH 2.0 unstaking requirements.

Operator Selection

A number of critical properties will be taken into consideration when we select public operators,
including datacenter, country, legal regimes, fees, hardware & software configuration, etc, to
ensure diversity and productivity.

SSV Payments

The initial payment for pool creation will be handled by dForce.

Upon launch, we will charge a portion of the ETH staking rewards in fees for borrowing ETH
from dForce, which will be collected by dForce Treasury to facilitate top-up fees.

Project Plan

# Milestone Deliverables Est.
Effort



1 Protocol design + UX design

(Milestone for the 1
installment of grant)

A high-level introduction on how to power
ETH staking with the help of lending in a
decentralized manner. How it complements
the existing LSD solutions to attract more
audience to the SSV network and ETH
staking.

2 weeks

2 Implementation of container Smart contract & user interface. 4 weeks

3 Implementation of staking
pool

Setup of staking pool will take approx. 12
weeks, or down to 4 weeks by engaging a
third-party service provider who will be
handling validator registration, operator
selection, validator key distribution on
dForce’s behalf to maximize
staking/unstaking efficiency and productivity.

4~12
weeks

4 Verification & audit Formal verification (preliminary testing will be
done by the team) & smart contract audit.

6 weeks

5 Testnet launch & bug bounty Launch a bug bounty program to ensure
adequate testing before launch.

2 weeks

6 Mainnet Launch Launch on mainnet. /

Payments

Terms

We are erapplying for a $100K (70%/30% SSV/USDC) grant to facilitate the aforementioned
new feature design and implementation.

Milestone Allocation

We are hoping that the payment can be done in 4 installments:

Amount Percentage

Protocol design + UX design $10K 10%



Full testnet deployment $30K 30%

Mainnet launch er$30K 30%

TVL: 25 deployed SSV validators $30K 30%

Total $100K 100%

● $10,000 to be paid upon completion of protocol and UX design;

● $30,000 upon full testnet deployment;

● $30,000 upon mainnet launch;

● $30,000 upon the achievement of 25 deployed SSV validators.

Open Source
All dForce codes relating to the proposed implementation will be open-source.


